
uphol s t er y  ar t i sans 
s ince  1982



As true masters of  the trade, we have been creating various 
types of  seats since 1982. From restoration to finished 
product, from rough sketch to a bespoke design for your 
interior project. The result is 100% Belgian, true to the best 
traditions of  quality and refinement.
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Our atelier, 
The beating heart of  the company

Our story
Our story starts in 1982, when master upholsterer Filip 
Lievens set up his workshop in Izegem. Under the name 
‘LF Selection’, the one-man business grew into a family 
business in the best tradition of  upholstery and restoration. 
The expertise developed by the team over the years helped 
launch LF Selection as a benchmark within its sector in 
Belgium, a business which constantly pushed the boundaries, 
culminating in a status of  Royal Warrant Holder as the 
ultimate crowning glory. In 2021, the torch of  the family 
business was passed on to Julie Collett and Stieven Victor. 
Both entrepreneurs have developed their professional 
experience in the sector of  high-end interiors. Under a new 
brand name and with a contemporary look & feel, they have 
preserved the traditional know-how, staying true to the 
tradition of  pure Belgian craftsmanship. 
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Made in our workshop in Belgium
Our team of  30 experienced craftsmen is at home with all 
types of  fabrics and familiar with the secrets of  each. Each 
of  them creates - with their unique hands, eyes, and sense of  
perfection - seats that will stand out in any interior. From 
wooden carcass to finished design, all our creations come to 
life in our workshop in Izegem. And often they return there 
after many years for a loving restoration, a new upholstery, a 
second life. A sustainable story, hand made in Belgium. 

Made to measure
We invite you to come to us with an idea, a rough sketch or 
mood board of  an interior. Starting from there, we work with 
our customers to create a made-to-measure design. You can 
come to us for our in-house collection or for a unique seat 
tailored to your interior project. For a single-seater or couch 
or built-in sofa. As furniture for an interior or for outdoor 
use. From boldly eclectic to pure and minimalist. We will 
guide you all the way from design to realisation. With love 
for detail and in keeping with the tradition of  quality that 
has characterised us for years. 
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Collection



Our collection,
manufactured by our master artisans.

The Collett & Victor In-house Collection, designed and 
manufactured in our workshop in Belgium, proposes a range 
of  upholstered furniture: sofas, one-seaters, headboards, 
chairs, benches, and ottomans. Our designs are both timeless 
and design-conscious, their quality ensured by the vast 
experience of  our master artisans. Staying true to our DNA 
the Home Collection goes well beyond the standardized 
product. In the selection of  materials, dimensions and 
finishes, every piece can be customized to a very high 
degree, drawing on the inspiration of  our clients and 
offering them the possibility to add their distinct signature 
to a classic design.
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Charlie 

loose cover | long & straight

Amber pouf

loose cover | with pleats
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Dix & pouf

fixed upholstery
modular sofa

plinth | charcoal
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Aster

loose cover | with pleats
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Bahia

loose cover | long & straight
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Binca

fixed seat
one long back cushion  ^
three back cushions  >
loose cover | long & straight
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Laguna

loose  cover | with skirt
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Anna

fixed upholstery
plinth | walnut

Crush pouf

fixed upholstery
plinth | charcoal
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Jazz pouf

fixed upholstery >
plinth | upholstered

Crush pouf

fixed upholstery ^ 
plinth | charcoal
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Felix

loose cover | long & straight

Bello pouf
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Fritz 

fixed upholstery
on swivel

Fritz pouf 

fixed upholstery 
plinth | charcoal
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Sophia

fixed upholstery
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Camille

loose cover | long & straight
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Os de mouton

armchair
loose cover 
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New York

fixed upholstery
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Amber

fixed upholstery | with skirt
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Samos

fixed upholstery
walnut legs
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Olivia

loose cover  | long & straight
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Benisa

loose cover | with pleats
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Toscana

fixed seat
loose cover | long & straight
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Gregoire

loose cover | with skirt
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Christopher

loose cover | short
legs in oak
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Toscana

loose seat
fixed upholstery 
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Toscana

fixed seat
loose cover | long & straight

Amber

loose cover | without skirt
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Adam

loose cover | with skirt
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Bo

plinth | charcoal
on swivel
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JPDemeyer&Co

a collection for Collett & Victor
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JPDemeyer&Co,
A fearless eye for living.

We often have long standing relationships and close 
collaborations with our clients. Belgian antiques dealer 
and interior designer Jean-Philippe Demeyer is a perfect 
example. Demeyer and his two business partners, 
Frank Ver Elst and Jean-Paul Dewever, began their company 
with a small antiques shop in the Belgian seaside resort 
of  Knokke. Today the three partners operate a much more 
far-reaching business under the name JPDemeyer&Co, 
including interior decorating, antiques dealing, restoration 
and the design of  bespoke sofas and chairs. Demeyer likes 
to describe his taste as “anti-serious.” That is, humorous, but 
not in a way that makes anyone laugh. He seeks surprising 
juxtapositions of  pieces from different eras, origins, colors 
and moods, happily juxtaposing objects with high patina and 
funky style, against expensive objects and items of  found-art 
kitsch. JPDemeyer&Co has been included in the prestigious 
AD100 list.
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Comporta

modular sofa
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Carlton

loose seat
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Cleopatra
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Trancoso

fixed upholstery
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Olympia
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Chacha
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Capri

fixed upholstery
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Made To Measure



Made to measure, 
a strong engagement with our clients

For the past forty years, we have been helping top interior 
designers bring their visions and creations to life. This 
journey has made us who we are today: a team of  highly 
skilled and experienced craftspeople with a profound passion 
for bespoke upholstered furniture. We love to be challenged 
and thrive on complexity, never compromising the high-
quality standard we are known for. 
That is why our relationship with our clients is our greatest 
good. Their projects continuously push us to take our 
mastery to the next level. We closely work together with 
every designer, often shaping and adjusting the pieces while 
they are being produced in our atelier. From first drawings 
to finished product, we pride ourselves in helping our clients 
create some of  the most exquisite residential interiors, high 
end retail projects and restaurant designs.

Cosmopolitan Flair project, London
Design Nathalie Deboel



Avenue Marceau project, Paris
Design Helène Van Marcke

This project in the Avenue Marceau in Paris 
occupies the top two floors of  a Haussman-
style stone building and has views of  
the Eiffel Tower, Sacré Coeur and Arc de 
Triomphe. Interior designer Hélène Van 
Marcke aims for creations with a strong 
impact and a timeless feel. Delivering a mix of  
softness and rigidity, she creates spaces that 
feel sophisticated without being pretentious 
and “always with a touch of  retro humor”. 
Natural materials can be seen throughout to 
create a sophisticated and elegant space.
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Project 2.10 , Belgian countryside
Design Atelier 10.8

Situated in the Belgian countryside, this home is a 
testament to Belgian minimalist design. Abundant 

with natural light, the interior features a considered 
selection of  neutral, warm tones and textured 

materials.  Each of  the design features showcases the 
thoughtful attention to detail.
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Joie de vivre project, Knokke
Interior decoration and furniture by JPDemeyer&Co
Interior design by Nathalie Deboel
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The Nine project, Brussels
Design Helène Van Marcke

The Nine is a women’s club in Brussels. Set in 
the EU Quarter in an exquisite art nouveau 
house with an eclectic style, this space for 
women designed by women boasts stylish 
decorations, architecture, and artworks. The 
clubhouse functions as a place where members 
can meet and greet, read and learn, work and 
collaborate but also relax and unwind. The 
one off  pieces in the cafe and restaurant were 
designed by Hélène Van Marcke and created in 
our atelier.
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Radio Residence, Belgian Coast
Design Benoit Viaene
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Collection
  overview



Sofa’s

Anna
pouf also available

Babette

Bahia

Barbara

Binca
Loose seat

Binca 
Fixed seat
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Borbado

Charlie Dix

ChaCha

Comporta

Felix
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Jasper

Josh

Koufos

Toscana

fixed seat
loose cover | long & straight
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Lucie

Matomba

New York

Toscana
Loose seat

Sophia

Toscana
fixed seat
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Trancoso

Capri

One seaters

Carlton

Capri

fixed  upholstery

Cleopatra
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Adam

Aline

Amber

Anais

Aster

Babette
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Bo with Bello pouf

Camille

David

Bo

legs  | charcoal
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Fritz

Jazz
pouf also available see 

p. 29

Joffre

Pithio

Kitros one-seater
Kitros Chauffeuse

Samos
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Thibaut

Thodor

Carlton
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Benisa

High back chairs

Gregoire

Hecto

Laguna

Christopher

Wing chairs
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Benches

Douglas

Cardiff

Kent

Cardiff

loose cover | short
legs in beech
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Crush

Foot stools  |  poufs

Kubus

Cleopatra

Chaise Longues

Koufos chaise longue

Mauro

Olivia
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also see for more poufs
p.14, 17, 22, 26, 28, 30, 32, 72, 76

Olympia

Dining chairs

Inesse

Julien

Olympia
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Maya
armchair, chair

Os de Mouton
armchair, chair, ottoman

Binca

fixed upholstery |  with skirt
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Chouette

Love seats

Fritz loveseat

Bed benches

Postal

Fritz

plinth  | charcoal
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Kapelstraat 2
Izegem
BE 0453.220.424 
+32 51 30 92 37
www.collett-victor.com

photography 
Piet-Albert Goethals

Cafeïne p.83, p. 86-87,
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Yves Drieghe p. 66

graphic design
Jessy Van Durme

Collett & Victor has tried 
to obtain all rights for the 
text and images used in 
this publication. If some 
are missing, please contact 
the aforementioned.
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